A number of experimental and theoretical findings in age hardening alloys suggest that specific solute elements preferentially segregate to and reduce the energy of the interphase boundary (IB).
I. INTRODUCTION
A dispersion of secondary phase precipitates in a matrix has been traditionally employed to design metallic alloys with superior mechanical properties [1] [2] [3] . On exposure to elevated temperatures, however, the precipitates coarsen to reduce the excess energy associated with the presence of the interphase boundary (IB) [4, 5] . The consequent increase in the mean precipitate size results in a deterioration in the mechanical properties [2, 6] . Coarsening, therefore, imposes a limitation on the elevated temperature applicability of precipitationhardened alloys [7] [8] [9] [10] . The driving force for coarsening is the reduction in the total interfacial energy of the microstructure, which entails the total interfacial area and the specific interfacial energy γ. The IB is therefore a critical component of the microstructure that governs high-temperature stability.
Whereas the system reduces its overall interfacial area during coarsening to minimize its energy, the IB itself could be engineered to possess lower specific energy γ. Such a system is expected to be inherently more stable due to the lower driving force for coarsening. Indeed, experimental observations [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] have shown that the stability of precipitation hardening alloys can be enhanced by microalloying with specific solute elements that segregate to the IB to reduce the interfacial energy γ. Additionally, first-principles calculations show that certain solutes are energetically preferred at IB sites, and are thermodynamically favored to segregate [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
These findings demonstrate the potential for engineering IBs through solute segregation.
Select examples of segregation in multicomponent alloys are: Mg, Si, Mg+Ag, Mn+Zr at α-Al/θ -Al 2 Cu; Mg at Al/Al 3 Sc; Zn at Mg/Mg 2 Sn. IB segregation has also been observed in the binary Al-Ag alloy where Ag segregation of different amounts has been observed at Al/γ -AlAg [21] [22] [23] . While the effect of the solute segregation in the binary system on the microstructural stability is not well understood, it is of similar interest to multicomponent alloys since (i) the segregation is suggested by first principles to be of thermodynamic origin [22] and (ii) such segregation resembles in structure to that found in multicomponent systems [23] .
With input from experimental and atomistic studies, mesoscale phase-field models allow simulation of complex microstructures and their time-dependent behavior at diffusive length and time scales [7, 24] . The phase-field method is flexible in allowing a variety of physical effects, especially pertaining to the simulation of the IB [25] . Phase-field techniques have been used to simulate microstructures of important precipitation hardening alloys by incorporating anisotropic effects of interfacial energy [7] , lattice misfit and elasticity [26] , and also inhomogeneous elasticity between the matrix and the precipitate [10, 26] . However, solute segregation is expected to alter IB properties (viz. IB energy and anisotropy [27] , lattice misfit [15] ), and thereby the microstructural features (precipitate size, morphology and distribution) and evolution kinetics (growth and coarsening). Therefore, an approach to explicitly incorporate solute segregation and its effects on the IB is essential.
In this paper, we develop a phase-field formulation to model IB segregation and its effect on IB energy, with the aim of capturing the chemical thermodynamic aspects of segregation to the IB between a solid-solution matrix and an intermetallic precipitate. First, in Section II, we present the relevant background on available diffuse-interface approaches for modeling two-phase systems and IB segregation. In Section III, we present the phase-field formulation and the analytic steady-state relations for arbitrary free energies. In Section IV, we assume the regular solution behavior and perform a parametric study of the steady-state solutions and demonstrate the relationship between IB parameters and temperature on IB segregation and IB energy. We also demonstrate that the model is consistent with classical interface segregation models and that it satisfies the Gibbs adsorption relation. In Section V, we discuss the theoretical aspects of the model and identify potential future developments using the formulation. Relevant derivations are presented in the Appendix section.
II. BACKGROUND
Phase-field descriptions for polymorphous two-phase systems are generally based on the models developed either by Wheeler et al. (WBM) [28] or Kim et al. (KKS) [29] . The IB is a diffuse region with a gradient in the properties between the bulk matrix and precipitate phases. Any point along the IB is a thermodynamic mixture of hypothetical matrix and precipitate phases. In the WBM approach, the hypothetical phases have equivalent concentration, which is the local IB concentration. In the KKS approach, the hypothetical phases have distinct concentrations that are constrained by equality of the diffusion potential; the local IB concentration is given by a mixture rule between the local phase concentrations. In both WBM and KKS, the local free energy density at the IB is given by a mixture rule between the local phase free energies densities. The distinct thermodynamic description of the IB in the WBM (the equal concentration condition) and KKS (the equal diffusion potential condition) models results in distinct concentration and free energy dependence across the IB as discussed in Refs. [29, 30] . At steady state, the WBM method produces an inherent contribution to the IB energy γ and solute excess, whereas the KKS method yields zero inherent contribution to γ and solute excess. This is because the IB region in KKS is effectively a mixture of the matrix and precipitate phases at their equilibrium bulk phase concentrations, which is not the case in WBM.
In both approaches, an external (barrier) potential is added to the model to fit the required interfacial energy, γ. Additionally, the solute excess in the WBM approach can be tuned by employing an external concentration-dependent barrier potential [28, 31, 32] . The variation in solute excess and its effect on γ has been considered for a solid-liquid binary component system described using regular solution thermodynamics [28, 31] . Umantsev [32, 33] formulated a general theoretical description of IB segregation in multicomponent alloys. Recently, segregation of Mn+Zr to Al/θ -Al 2 Cu IB has been simulated [34, 35] . However, there are challenges in adapting the WBM approach to model segregation to matrix-precipitate systems. For instance, realistic free energies for intermetallic precipitates based on CALPHAD have a large curvature that penalize the deviation in concentration from stoichiometry. This may result in nonphysical IB properties such as very large γ [36] (to avoid this, models based on WBM usually employ polynomial free energy functions). The KKS approach overcomes these limitations: (i) the bulk phase free energies do not contribute directly towards γ or interface properties, and therefore thermodynamic free energy functions can be readily employed; (ii) analytic solutions for the steady-state can be obtained. The KKS approach is therefore chosen for the present work. However, IB segregation or solute excess is zero in the traditional KKS formulation. Thus, capturing IB segregation or non-zero solute excess is an objective of the present work.
In isomorphous two-phase systems, interface segregation has been modeled by employing the Cahn-Hilliard formulation [38, 39] . Here the ternary component C segregates at the IB between the A-rich and B-rich regions of a phase-separating A-B solution. Such an approach is applicable to systems described by a single free energy with a miscibility gap in the A-B phase diagram and favorable A-C and B-C interactions; here information from bulk thermodynamics suffices to describe segregation. However, an approach to model IB segregation in polymorphous two-phase systems, and with the flexibility to define a distinct free energyconcentration dependence for the IB is needed. Phase-field approaches that describe solute segregation at grain boundaries (GBs) effectively assign a distinct free energy dependence to the GB [40] [41] [42] . In these models, the GB can be regarded as an interface phase in the sense that a fundamental thermodynamic equation governs the behavior of the boundary [43, 44] .
This allows properties of the phase-field models to be described in relation to traditional statistical thermodynamic treatments of solute segregation to interfaces [42] . Such approaches are consistent with classical segregation isotherms and satisfy Gibbs adsorption [40, 41] . In the context of IBs, however, such descriptions have not been formulated to the best of our knowledge. Simple non-gradient equilibrium models describing characteristic IB thermodynamics have been proposed [45, 46] . Available phase-field models for polymorphous systems (based on WBM or KKS) do not allow a distinct free energy-concentration dependence for the IB.
Following the above discussion, in the present work we formulate a phase-field model that incorporates IB segregation within the KKS (equal diffusion potential condition) framework.
The model will allow the use of realistic free energies for the intermetallic precipitate phase and a distinct free energy for the IB phase. Analytic solutions for γ and solute excess will be derived for a one-dimensional system at steady state, and the solutions will be shown to be consistent with classical segregation isotherms and the Gibbs adsorption relation.
III. PHASE-FIELD MODEL

A. Model formulation
Our modeling framework is focused on material systems that are comprised of matrix (m) and precipitate (p) phases and IB (i) with chemical free energy densities f m , f p , and f i , respectively. Any volume element in the system is described using the concentration fields c m (x), c i (x) and c p (x), representing the matrix, IB, and precipitate, respectively, where
x is the position vector. A non-conserved order parameter φ(x) is used to describe the matrix and the precipitate phases. The equilibrium values of φ are conveniently chosen to be φ = 0 and φ = 1 at the matrix and precipitate, respectively, and changes smoothly, yet sharply across the IB width. The local free energy density f (c, φ) is formulated using the interpolating functions M (φ), I(φ) and P(φ), as
where the effective solute concentration c(x) is given as a mixture of local phase concentrations as
At equilibrium, the phase concentrations are constrained by imposing the condition of equal chemical potential (strictly the diffusion potential) between the phases as
where µ ≡ µ B − µ A is the chemical potential of B measured with respect to that of solvent A in a binary system. We now define the interpolating functions as shown in Fig for mathematical convenience. We define
are defined as differentiable, piecewise functions such that matrix side of the IB effectively describes a mixture between m and i given by M (φ) = 1 − I(φ) and P (φ) = 0; similarly, the precipitate side of the IB φ ∈ (0.5, 1] is effectively a mixture between i and p given by
The free energy functional for the system at a given temperature T is defined as [28, 29] :
where the second term in the integrand is the gradient energy density and ε is the gradient coefficient associated with the phase field variable φ.
The time evolution equations for the concentration c and non-conserved φ fields follow from the Cahn-Hilliard and Allen-Cahn equations, respectively, as
and
where M and L are kinetic parameters related to the atomic and IB mobility, respectively.
The equations ensure that the total energy in the system decreases monotonously with time.
In the present work, we will deal only with the solutions at steady state equilibrium. Chemical equilibrium between m and p is given by the common tangent with chemical potential (slope) µ e ; the equilibrium states of m and p are the intersection points of the common tangent with f m and f p . Equilibrium state of the IB phase is determined by the intersection of the parallel tangent (slope µ e and distance W e ) to f i .
B. Steady-state solutions
We now consider a one-dimensional system at steady state. The phase field φ(x) and concentration field c(x) become invariant with time and will be denoted by φ e (x) and c e (x).
Steady-state in the evolution equations 5 and 6 results in
In Eq. 7, µ e is the equilibrium chemical potential, which is a constant across x as required by exchange of atoms between substitutional sites [47] . The constant µ e implicitly includes the constraint for conservation of total concentration c o in the system. Now the condition (Eq. 3) for equal chemical potential in the phases at x reads
The above relation implies c m (x) = c e m , c i (x) = c e i and c p (x) = c e p . That is, the phase concentration fields are constant across space at steady-state. Therefore, the effective concentration field is obtained as
Multiplying Eq. 8 with dφ e /dx and integrating piecewise with respect to x from −∞ to 0, and 0 to ∞ yields (see Appendix A) the equilibrium conditions that determine c e m , c e i and c e p .
which reduces to
Here, the limits of integration are the far-field matrix (φ = 0 as x → ∞), the IB center (φ = 0.5 for x = 0) and the far-field precipitate (φ = 1 as x → ∞). Eq. 12 and Eq. 9 constitute the well-known common tangent condition for equilibrium between the bulk phases m and p. Given the common tangent, Eq. 11 and Eq. 9 represent the parallel tangent condition for equilibrium of the IB phase with the bulk phases. In Eq. 11, the expressions represent the vertical distance between the two tangents, which is defined as W e . For given f m , f i and f p , the common and parallel tangent constructions determine c e m , c e i and c e p . This is shown schematically in Fig. 1b . The parallel tangent construction is a standard equilibrium condition between a bulk phase and an interface phase in thermodynamic models [48] , which has been widely used in the context of free surfaces and GBs [41, 45, 49] .
Using Eqs. 1 and 11, the equilibrium phase-field Eq. 8 can be conveniently reduced (Appendix A) to the form
Multiplying by dφ e /dx and integrating gives
The above relation is a typical steady-state result in diffuse-interface models. It represents the phase-field profile that minimizes the excess (IB) energy in the system arising through contributions from the gradient energy (left side of the equation) and the barrier potential (right side). Eq. 14 depends only on the functional form of I, which is chosen as the standard
While W e is concentration-dependent (via c e m ,c e i and c e p ) it is constant across space, and therefore the equation can be analytically integrated to yield the steady-state solution for the phase-field as
The diffuse IB width λ can be measured as the spatial distance defined by φ e , say between φ e = 0.1 and φ e = 0.9 (bounds chosen for convenience of analytic integration). This gives
C. Excess properties and Gibbs adsorption
In Gibbs thermodynamics, the IB is an infinitesimally thin layer that separates homogeneous bulk phases. This mathematical interface is associated with the excess IB energy γ and excess solute concentration contained in the real, diffuse-interface system [50] . To obtain these excess quantities from the steady-state phase-field solution, the Gibbs dividing surface is introduced at x = 0. γ is then evaluated as the excess energy per unit IB area A i , and is
where l is chosen far from the interfacial region; the integrand Ω(x) ≡ 2W e I(φ e (x)) is the excess grand potential [37] . γ is a function of the IB concentration through W e . The integrand vanishes in the bulk phases as l → ±∞ due to the common tangent construction.
Therefore, γ converges and is independent of the dividing surface convention. Using Eq. 16, we can eliminate ε and express the IB energy in terms of the concentration-dependent parallel tangent distance and IB width as γ ≈ 1.2W e λ.
The excess solute concentration C xs , evaluated with respect to the dividing surface at
For homophase boundaries C xs becomes independent of the Gibbs dividing surface location since c e p = c e m . However for an IB C xs is a function of the dividing surface location since c e p = c e m [51] . Therefore, a measure of solute excess independent of the choice of the dividing surface convention is the appropriate thermodynamic quantity for IBs [52] . The method to obtain Gibbs adsorption equation with invariant thermodynamic quantities was developed by Cahn [52] and adapted to diffuse interface models by McFadden and Wheeler [31] . Following [31] , the invariant form of solute excess Γ xs is given by (Appendix C)
here, s r = df r (c e r )/dT is the configurational entropy density of the bulk phase (r = m, p) at equilibrium concentration c e r ; s e (x) and c e (x) are the entropy and solute concentration profiles of the diffuse interface system at equilibrium. Within the m and p regions far from the IB, the integrand vanishes. Γ xs therefore converges as l → ±∞, making it an invariant quantity. Γ xs represents the excess concentration in the diffuse system over what would be present in a comparison system of homogeneous m and p phases containing the same volume and entropy [32, 52] . Eq. 18 can also be integrated analytically and is given by Eq. C11. For the binary system considered in our work, the IB energy γ can be regarded as a function of temperature T alone, and the relevant Gibbs adsorption equation [31] is given by
where dµ e /dT captures the change in the bulk phase equilibrium with T in the two phase coexistence region of the phase diagram. The applicability of Eqs. 18 and 19 in the context of our model is shown via analytic derivation in Appendix C, and through parametric study in Sec. IV D.
IV. SOLUTION THERMODYNAMICS
In this section we study the IB properties arising from our phase-field formulation. We model the energetics of the IB phase and the bulk phases by assuming the regular solution behavior. The regular solution free energy characteristic to a phase r (where r = m, p, i)
with concentration c r is given by
where G r A and G r B are the free energies of the pure components in phase r; L r is the regular solution interaction parameter which describes the non-ideal interaction between A and B in phase r; the last term is the ideal configurational entropy for mixing of A and B atoms; v m is the molar volume, which is assumed as a constant.
Using the regular solution free energy for the IB phase in df i (c e i )/dc e i = µ e (Eq. 9), the equilibrium concentration of the IB phase c e i is obtained as
where µ e is known from the common tangent between the bulk phase free energies. For a given bulk system and T , µ e is fixed, and Eq. 21 can be used to determine c e i for various IB phases defined by
For an ideal solution of non-interacting atoms (L i = 0), Eq. 21 reduces to a Fermi-Dirac distribution of c e i over the energy states
These will be used as a guide for the parametric study in the next section to set IB parameters that result in a strong IB phase concentration, c e i > max(c e m , c e p ).
A. Parameterization
We non-dimensionalize the steady-state equations by setting f r = (RT o /v m )f r and x = l ox . Here, T o is the characteristic temperature, RT o /v m is the characteristic energy, l o is the characteristic length scale of the system, and r = m, i, p. The nondimensionalized free-energy can be written as:
The non-dimensional quantities are denoted by the tilde symbol over the corresponding dimensional quantities. The resulting steady-state equations have the same form as Eqs. 7 and 8 but replaced with non-dimensional
. To illustrate the steady-state solutions, we choose the following regular solution param-
. These parameters are chosen so that, atT = 1, we obtain a two-phase equilibrium with negativeμ e (≈ −6) (slope of common tangent in 
. The equilibrium state of the bulk phases is given by the common tangent construction. The state of an IB phase in equilibrium with the bulk is obtained via the parallel tangent construction and the equilibrium states are marked by the dots on the curves.
B. Steady state profiles
The steady-state diffuse-interface profiles for different IB phases are shown in Fig. 3 . The diffuseness or widthλ of the phase-field profile φ e (x) (Fig. 3a) increases from IB-1 to IB-3.
The diffuse-interface properties are determined by the parallel tangent distanceW e (Eq. 21), which decreases from IB-1 to IB-3 (as shown in Fig. 2 ). Sinceε 2 = 3 for all IBs, the variation in width results from its inverse dependence with W e (Eq. 16) . The concentration profiles c e (x), (Fig. 3b) show a non-monotonous variation in the solute concentration across the system given by Eq. 10. The concentrations far-field of the IB correspond to c e m asx → −∞ and c e p asx → +∞, in accordance with that given by the common tangent. The peak or interface-center (x = 0) concentrations for the different IBs correspond to the exclusive IB phase concentrations c i e as given by the parallel tangents in Fig. 2 . The width of the concentration profiles are related to the width of the phase-field profiles as shown in Eq. 10.
Therefore, in addition to the IB phase concentration c i e , the total solute content in the diffuse IB region is governed by the barrier heightW e and the gradient energy coefficientε 2 . 
D. Temperature dependence and Gibbs adsorption
In this section, we present the effect of temperatureT on the equilibrium state (c e i ) of the IB phase and the excess properties (γ,Γ xs ) arising from the IB phase and its gradients with the bulk phases. Variation inT will cause a shift in the bulk-phase equilibrium given byμ e (T ), which will effect a variation on the IB state (c e i , W e ), the diffuse-interface profiles c e (x), φ e (x), and on the excess quantitiesγ andΓ xs . We choose a hypothetical case of an ideal IB phase (G i A ,G i B ,L i ) = (4, −3, 0) and demonstrate its Gibbs adsorption behavior. The parameters favor c e i → 1 at lowT . With an increase inT the effect of entropy becomes more prominent, causing the mixing of A and B to become more favorable in each of the phases (Fig. 5a ). Since all phases of the system, Free energy curves at different temperatures (5 >T > 1.5) for an IB phase given by 15 ) are shown in Fig. 7a . As the IB interaction parameterL i is chosen to be positive and large the IB free energy curvesf i exhibit a saddle point. The In our phase-field description (Sec. III A), we introduced an IB phase that can be assigned a distinct free energy f i . This follows in line with the treatment of free surfaces and grain boundaries in classical thermodynamic models [44, 51, 55] , and in phase-field models for GB segregation where the GB is implicitly or explicitly described by a distinct free energy [40, 42, 56] . Piecewise interpolating functions are used to effectively define the interface to be composed of: a mixture of matrix and IB phase (0 < φ < 0.5), an IB phase at the interface center (φ = 0.5), and a mixture of IB and precipitate phases (0.5 < φ < 1). (Note that φ = 0.5 is chosen to define f i (c i ) for analytic convenience; the diffuse IB region is defined over 0 < φ < 1.0.) On the other hand, conventional two-phase models describe the diffuse IB purely as a mixture of the bulk matrix and precipitate phases. Following customary KKS approach [29, 42, 56] , we introduce phase concentrations as model variables, and at any infinitesimal element, we impose the condition (Eq. 3) of equal chemical potential µ between the hypothetical phases that make up the point. Thereby, our model inherits the following advantages [29, 36, 37] of the KKS formulations: (i) free energies with large curvatures can be employed (as in the schematic Fig. 1) , which is especially useful to model an intermetallic precipitate; (ii) for given interpolating functions, steady-state IB properties arise solely from the equilibrium states of the matrix, IB and precipitate phases; (iii) steady-state solutions are obtained analytically.
At steady state, the standard conditions for equilibrium between between bulk phases, given by the common tangent construction, and for equilibrium between a bulk and interface phase, given by the parallel tangent construction [45, 51, 55, [57] [58] [59] , are recovered (Eqs. 9,11 and 12). The equilibrium states of the phases govern the properties across the system. [56] which introduces a distinct free energy and phase concentration for the GB phase and imposes the equal chemical potential condition between the matrix and the GB. Therefore, the steady-state properties (Sec. IV B) associated with the phase-field φ e , via the parallel tangent distance W e , i.e. IB energy γ, IB width λ obtained in the present work are similar in form to that obtained for GB segregation in [56] . The differences arise from the fact that the chemical identities of the adjoining phases in the present case of an IB are distinct (f p ≡ f m ).
We can further relate the results obtained in our phase-field formulation with results from classical non-gradient treatments. In the non-gradient treatment of the IB phase, such as in a Guggenheim model [57] , the system is composed of only the homogeneous phases m, i and p, separated by two sharp interfaces. If the thickness δ and the number of atoms of the IB layer are fixed, then only exchange of atoms with the IB is allowed. Therefore, the equilibrium state for the IB is given by the parallel tangent construction and the distance by W e [48] . We may adapt to the IB, the definition of the parallel tangent distance for the GB [48] . Thus, W e represents the increase in free energy if a unit volume of a new IB phase with concentration c e i is created from the m phase with concentration c e m (or equivalently from the p phase with concentration c e p ) in a system with large bulk phases. The IB energy in this non-gradient model is given by γ = W e δ, which is identical in form to the IB energy obtained in our model, γ ≈ 1.2W e λ (Eq. 17). While the IB thickness δ is fixed in the non-gradient model, and therefore independent of the IB state (c e i ), in the phase-field model the width is a function of the IB state and concentration c e i via λ ∝ ε/ √ W e . In the present work, the gradient energy coefficient ε is the fixed quantity and therefore γ ∝ ε √ W e . A similar difference arises between the non-gradient and gradient descriptions of GB segregation, which has been discussed by S. G. Kim et al. [42] .
B. Solution thermodynamics
In Sec. IV, we assumed the regular solution behavior, and performed a parametric study to demonstrate the relationship between the IB-phase parameters (G i A , G i B , L i ) and steady-state properties of the diffuse-interface model. For a given system and temperature, the parallel tangent condition yields a segregation equation (Eq. 21) that determines the state c e i of the IB phase from the two-phase equilibrium given by µ e . While this form is appropriate for the binary system, Eq. 21 may be recast by substituting µ e with the derivative df m (c e m )/dc e m evaluated using the regular solution model for f m . This yields a relation of the form c e i /(1 − c e i ) = c e m /(1 − c e m ) exp (∆E seg v m /RT ), which is identical to the GB segregation isotherms of Fowler-Guggenheim [55, 58] for non-ideal interactions, and the Langmuir-McLean isotherm [55, 59] in the ideal solution limit (L m = L i = 0); here, ∆E seg is the segregation energy, which is determined by (G i A , G i B , L i ) for a given bulk system. Using this form, it could be possible to obtain the IB phase parameters by matching the segregation energy with that obtained from first principles calculations [20] . Traditionally, the GB segregation isotherms are used to evaluate the dependence of GB concentration c e i on the grain concentration c e m ; where, c e m can be varied by controlling the total concentration in the system. However, for the two-phase system, c e m is fixed with respect to total concentration by the common tangent construction. Therefore, c e m can be varied only as a function of T through a change in the bulk phase equilibrium µ e , as demonstrated in Sec. III C. This situation is similar to that for GB segregation in the presence of a second phase in the system [43] .
Free surfaces and GBs are known to exhibit phase-like behavior, including spinodal decomposition [43, 45, 51, 60] . However, the IB has received little experimental or theoretical attention in this context. Using the model developed in this work, attractive solute-solvent interactions (L i < 0) were used in Sec IV to model solution behavior of IB and repulsive interactions (L i > 0) were used to demonstrate first-order transition at IB (Fig. 7) . However, limitations of the solution models apply; for instance, while L i << 0 will produce ordering in physical systems, the configurational entropy assumes random mixing. Additionally, the IB phase parameters (G i A , G i B ) are not well defined physical quantities. In the context of GBs, the difference between the pure component energies of the GB and grain (G i A/B − G m A/B ) represents the increase in energy if a unit volume of new boundary is created in a system of pure A/B of the m phase and can be directly related to GB energy of A/B [48] . The creation of the IB, however, cannot be realized in a single component phase, and therefore cannot be directly related to experimental measurement. Nevertheless, the equilibrium state of the IB is itself well defined since it is associated with measurable excess quantities (γ,Γ xs ).
C. Gibbs adsorption
The IB phase concentration c e i is useful for statistical thermodynamic description of IB segregation as discussed in the previous section. However, the excess solute concentration is the relevant classical thermodynamic quantity that is independent of model assumptions [52] . In Sec III C we adapted the definition of solute excess Γ xs proposed for two-component diffuse-interface models by McFadden and Wheeler [31] ; this definition is independent of the Gibbs dividing surface convention. Using this form, we showed that our model satisfies Under the regular solution behavior, different IB phases (G i A , G i B , L i ) are expected to exhibit distinct Gibbs adsorption behaviors. Therefore, for a given bulk system, f i or (G i A , G i B , L i ) could be chosen to match the Gibbs adsorption behavior obtained experimentally or using atomistic simulations. In this regard, indirect measures of interfacial energy (such as based on coarsening kinetics [45, 61] or atomistic simulations [45, 62] ) are possible. In multicomponent alloys, experimental determination of the relative solute excess from atom probe tomography [16, 63] ) is possible and has been used to quantify segregation.
In the present study, the phase-field formulation was presented for the simplest case of IB segregation in a binary component alloy. Here, T is the only degree of freedom available to effect a change in the equilibrium state of the bulk phases, and therefore the IB phase.
However, the ternary system is expected to possess a compositional degree of freedom in that the IB state (γ, Γ xs ) can be varied with system composition, in addition to T . For example, the Cahn-Hilliard formulation by Dregia and Wynblatt [38] ) showed a variation in adsorption of Au at the interface between Al-rich and Cu-rich phases with variation in the total Au composition in the phase-separating Al-Cu system. In precipitation hardening systems, it is the microalloying elements that are often found to segregate at the IB [11, 13, 18, 19] .
The framework proposed in this paper can be extended to multicomponent systems, and therefore should allow for direct comparison with experimental adsorption behaviors.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we presented a diffuse interface approach for interphase boundary (IB) segregation by defining a compositionally-homogeneous IB phase with energetics and compositiondependence independent from the adjoining bulk phases. The interface between the two bulk phases in this description consists of the IB phase and its gradients with the adjoining bulk phases; this distinguishes the present model from traditional diffuse interface models that describe the interface as a gradient region between the bulk phases. This description allows the interfacial properties to be described from the classical parallel tangent condition for equilibrium between an interface-phase and the bulk phase. This also allows incorporation of diverse free energy-composition dependencies for the IB phase. We also showed that excess properties-interfacial energy and solute excess-corresponding to the Gibbsian (2D) interface can be derived from the diffuse interface formulation, consistent with the Gibbs adsorption equation. The excess properties and the adsorption equation are of practical importance as they will allow comparison with measurements from experiments and atomistic simulations.
Further work using the formulation is expected with regards to its numerical implementa-tion, extension to multicomponent systems and coupling with elasticity models. The current formulation therefore provides a potential tool to simulate the effect of IB segregation on the thermal stability of precipitates against coarsening, such as those observed in Al-Sc-Mg and Mg-Sn-Zn. 
Relations A1 and A2 can be used to obtain the derivatives of f (c, φ) (Eq. 1) as
where the condition for equal chemical potential condition at a point µ(x) (Eq. 3) and the identity dI/dφ = −dM/dφ − dP/dφ were used.
For a one-dimensional system at steady state, the phase field φ e (x) satisfies Eq. 8 given
The phase concentrations c r (x) are constant across x at steady state and are given by c e r . Using A4 in A5, we get 
The interphase boundary (IB) energy γ, defined as the excess free energy of the system per unit area due to the presence of the IB, is defined as [28, 31, 37, 65] 
where F is the total free energy (Eq. 4) of the diffuse-interface system and F o is the free energy of the reference system whose matrix and precipitate properties remain homogeneous up to the dividing surface at x = 0. Therefore, where the definition of W e (Eq. 11) and the equality A8 were used.
The variation with respect to T can be obtained as follows using the chain rule of differentiation and integration by parts to evaluate terms in the integrand 
where A5 was used. The boundary term in the second line is eliminated using dφ e /dx → 0 for ±l far from the IB. s = s(c e ) is the local (configurational) entropy density. C1 can also be written as where P is the equilibrium pressure in the bulk phases; γ l , V l and C l are the IB energy, volume and total concentration of the system [−l, l]. Taking derivative with respect to T gives
Subtracting C2 from C4 yields a version of the Gibbs adsorption equation as
Here, the integral quantities depend on choice of l and x = 0, except γ l which converges to This is an invariant form of the Gibbs adsorption equation derived following [31] and [32] .
Γ xs is an invariant solute excess as defined by [31] . 
